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RAI-3
Description of Deficiency
The informationprovided in the TR is not consistent with the acceptance criteriain SRP Section
2.5.3
Basisfor Request
The informationprovided is not consistent with SRP Section 2.5.3 acceptance criterion (1),
which states that the on-site meteorologyprogramshould be designed in accordancewith
Regulatory Guide 3.63, "Onsite MeteorologicalMeasurementProgramfor Uranium Recovery
Facilities-DataAcquisition and Reporting" (NRC, 1988). The regulatory guide states that
meteorologicalmeasurement instruments should be physically located on or near the site that
are capable of measuring meteorologicalinformation representative of the site vicinity and
licensed operations. The location of the meteorologicalinstrumentsshould represent as closely
as possible the long-term meteorologicalcharacteristicsof the area. The base of the instrument
tower should be sited at approximately the same elevation as the facility operation, and in an
area where naturalor fabricatedobstructions (e.g., trees, buildings)will have little or no
influence on meteorologicalmeasurements.
Section 2.5.1 of the TR sates that the combination of the DouglasAirport and GCC sites will be
substitutedas the nearestrepresentative data sets for the site specific analysis because these two
sites exhibit terrainsimilar to the project area and are located in the same region. Further,the
TR states that Douglas Airport is 15 mi southeastof the Ludeman site, and the GCC
meteorologicalstation is 14 mifrom the center of the proposedLudeman project area. TR
Section 2.5.3.3 also indicates that the GCC site is afew hundredfeet higher in elevation than the
proposedLudeman Projectarea. The staff's examination of TR Figure 2.5-1 indicates there are
several miles between the proposedLudeman licensed area and the GCC's meteorological
station. The staff's examination of the site on a topography map (e.g., Google Earth®)indicates
that obstructions,such as higher elevationfeatures, occur between the GCC and the proposed
licensed area.

*

Additionally, Uranium One states in TR Section 2.5.3.3 that because the proposedLudeman
Project will not be processing and drying uranium that airbornerelease of uraniumparticulates
that could adversely affect on and off-site air quality will not be a factor during the proposed
Ludeman operations.However, Uranium One states in TR Sections 5.7.1.1.1 and 7.3 that
MILDOS-Area was used to model the dose from facility operations resultingfrom releases of
radon gas andplans to use this model to estimate the radon gas releasedto the environment,
which will be reportedin the Semiannual RadiologicalEffluent and EnvironmentalMonitoring
Reports in compliance with 10 CFR Part40.65. Meteorologicaldata arefundamental
parameters used in calculationsby MILDOS, and therefore must be representative of the site.
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Formulationof RAI
Provide on-site meteorologicaldata as recommended in Regulatory Guide 3.63 or provide
sufficientjustificationfor the use of non-site specific data.
A. Rationalefor using substitute data insteadof on-site data must include a descriptionof
the topography and verification that there are no obstructions to affect meteorological
conditions.
B. The justificationprovided in TR Section 2.5.3.3 that the proposedLudeman facilitieswill
not be processing and drying of uranium is not a sufficientjustificationfor not collecting
on site meteorologicaldata.
RAI-3 (A) (B) Responses

*

Uranium One has procured a meteorological contractor to review the weather data from
Douglass and GCC and has determined that a suitable surrogate site with similar meteorological
conditions could not be identified for the proposed project. IML has reviewed the Ludeman
Uranium One information and has recommended installing an on-site meteorological station to
collect a baseline data representative of the proposed project area conditions. IML has provided
Uranium One with recommendations for the location of the onsite meteorological station as
shown in the below Figures based on anticipated wind direction data for the Ludeman Project. A
meteorological station is scheduled to be installed at Option 1 of the attached map (Figure 1) in
October 2013.
Uranium One understands that meteorological data is a fundamental parameter used in the
calculations by MILDOS, and therefore must be representative of the site. Discussion with our
MILDOS contractor site specific meteorological data should not significantly change the
magnitude of the radiation doses predicted by the current MILDOS-Area model since the
magnitude is largely related to the size of the source term and the proximity of receptors to the
sources. However, the shape of the iso-dose lines may change depending on how representative
the metrological data used in the current model is to the site-specific data. Once a year of sitespecific meteorological data is collected, MILDOS-AREA will be re-run using the site-specific
data.
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Figure 1. Project Location
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Figure 2. Project Area 20-Year Wind Rose
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Figure 3. Met Option I As Viewed from Cardinal Directions
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RAI-6
Description of Deficiency
The information in TR Section 2.6.2, does not meet the applicable requirements of 10 CFR
40.41(c), using the review procedures in SRP Section 2.6.2 and acceptance criteriain SRP
Section 2.6.3.
Basisfor Request
As stated in SRP Section 2.6.3, the characterizationof the site geology will be acceptable in the
applicationif it includes a description of the local stratigraphywith:
(1)(d)(ii) Crosssections through the ore deposit roughly perpendicularandparallelto the
principalore trend
(2) All maps and cross sections are at sufficient scale and resolution to clearly show the
intendedgeologic information.
(3) In the local stratigraphicsection, all mineralized horizons, confining, and other
importantunits such as drinkingwater aquifers are clearly shown with their depthsfrom
the surface clearly indicated.
Uranium One provided geologicalcross sectionsfor the entire license area.A geological cross
section index map was provided in Figure 2.6-2 of the TR. The cross section index map did not
show the location of the Luenberger Satellite wellfields or ore bodies. Based on staff's
assessment, cross section, C-C, in Figure 2.6-5, appears to pass through the Leuenberger
Satellite. This cross section extendsfrom the far western boundary of the license area to the
eastern boundary,spanning approximately eight miles. Only two wells logs, located 597.7 m
(1902ft) apartin Section 14, were used to define the Leuenberger site subsurface geology. These
two logs indicate that mineralization is located in the 80 and 90 sands.

*

Formulationof RAI
The staff is unable to evaluate the site geology of the Leuenberger Satellite site based on the
informationprovided in the application. Uranium One only provided two well logs on one cross
section to describe the site geologyfor the entire satellite. Staff is aware thatprior cross sections
and exploratory borings exist for the Leuenberger site as it was previously licensed as a pilot in
late 1970s. Uranium One has also provided well boring maps that show numerous borings were
made to assess resources in the Leuenberger Satellite. The staff therefore requests the Uranium
One provide local geological cross sections based on several well logs through the principal
axes of the Leuenberger Satellite's three ore body locations in the three proposed wellfields.
These cross sections should at a minimum show the subsurface geology from the ground surface
through the mineralized horizons to be targetedfor extraction to the first aquifer below the
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mineralized horizons. Confining layers and aquifers should be clearly labeled The
potentiometric water levels of aquifers if available and any other information which can inform
the local site geology of the LeuenbergerSatellite should be included
RAI-6 Response
Uranium One has evaluated additional well logs in the wellfield areas and has completed cross
sections perpendicular and parallel to the principal ore trend. The new cross sections have been
included in Attachment 1 and are being submitted as part of this response package. Wellfield
area cross section maps have been revised to clearly identify the mineralized sand or sands,
overlying and underlying sand/aquifer units, and the overlying and underlying confining shale
layers as requested.
In addition, the cross section index map has been revised to depict the location of the proposed
wellfields in relationship to the cross sections.
Regional cross sections that have changed are D-D' G-G' and H-H' which have been included
for your review in Attachment 2 of this submittal.
Updated Isopachs have been included in Attachment 3 of this submittal for your review.
All mine unit and regional cross sections will have figure numbers inserted into the drawings
upon determination of how document modifications will affect the numbering system.
Modification to the application will be conducted when Uranium One responses to RAI's are
acceptable to avoid multiple changes to the document.
Review of additional drill data acquired since submittal of the Ludeman application in 2011 has
identified that for Mine Unit 2 of the Leuenberger area that the mineralized zone is the 60 Sand,
and not the 70 Sand as previously identified. Uranium One will make the appropriate changes
within the Ludeman amendment request to reflect that the production sands for Mine Unit 2 are
located in the 60 Sand. As a result of this change ground water monitoring well M-9 is
completed in the 60 Sand and not the 70 Sand as previously identified. Additionally M-13
previously identified as located in the 100 Sand is actually completed in the 90 Sand. The
reclassification of these monitor well completion zones is a direct result of the change that
identified the 60 Sand as the production sand for Mine Unit 2. These changes will be
incorporated into the document.
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Attachment 1
Ludeman Wellfield Cross Sections
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Attachment 2
Revised Ludeman Regional Wellfield Cross Sections
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